The paper addresses the problem to vehicle speed calculation at road accidents. To determine the speed are used the PC Crash software and Virtual Crash. With both methods are analysed concrete cases of road accidents. Calculation methods and comparing results are present for analyse. These methods consider several factors such are: the front part of the vehicle, the technical feature of the vehicle, car angle, remote relocation after the crash, road conditions etc. Expected results with PC Crash software and Virtual Crash are shown in tabular graphics and compared in mathematical methods.
Introduction
In many court cases involving traffic accidents, the determination of the speed of the vehicles participating in the accident is the most important analysis in delivering final results to find the true cause of the accident. Different experts use different methods for calculating the speed of the vehicle. Each of the accidents has specific specifications, so it is important to use adequate methods for the concrete conditions of accidents. In this paper are the results of some calculation forms with the software method for two different accidents Accidents occurred in different conditions and in those cases four vehicles with different technical characteristics were included.
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Accident data analysis between "Opel Vectra", "Nissan", "Audi" and "Renault
Technical characteristics of vehicles involved in the accident are shown in Table 1 . 
Vehicle traffic average

Road condition asphalt and dry
Visibility
Not good
The collision process between vehicles "Opel Vectra" and "Nissan" occurred while those vehicles were moving in different directions at angles around 70 ° (Fig. 1a) . After collision with "Nissan", "Opel Vectra" with frontal part hit a collision with an Obstacle outside the street. After the crash, the final position of the Opel Vectra was approximately 58 m from the collision position, while the Nissan vehicle was stopped at a position of about 5 m from the collision position (Fig. 2a) . While the collision process between vehicles "Audi" and "Renault" occurred while Audi was turned left and "Renault" was moving straight ahead (Fig. 1b) . After the crash, the final position of the "Audi" was near collision position and "Renault" was stopped at a position about 32 m from the collision position ( Also with PC-Crash Software, based on deformation of vehicles (Fig. 4) "Renault" and "Audi" is calculated as lost velocity in deformation (Fig. 5) . Same procedure is used for vehicles "Opel Vectra" and "Nissan" and results are shown in Table 3 . For the same data of accident, with simulations by Virtual Crash software based on the final positions of vehicles "Opel Vectra", "Nissan", "Audi" and "Renault" after crash and approximately in the same condition of road are the acquired results of velocities shown below (Fig. 6 ). Table 2 . 
, deformation energy (Fig. 7) .
Same procedure is used for vehicles "Audi" and "Renault" and results are shown in table 3. 
Same procedure is used for vehicles "Audi" and "Renault" and results are shown in Table 3 .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, several input parameters have been defined and their influence in software and mathematical model. Real collision simulations done in crash tests, where the largest number of input parameters has been known, have been used for determining which of the input parameters has the biggest influence on the simulation error of determination of velocity. In simulation process with PC Crash and Virtual Crash is important to find the adequate collision angle between vehicles because this determination the speeds of vehicles that consist with final positions vehicles after collision. As seen from the comparison of results obtained in Diagram 2, results obtained by software PC Crash, Virtual Crash and mathematical model are approximate same.
Differences between results obtained of velocities through three methods used (PC Crash model, Virtual Crash model and mathematical model) for vehicles with different technical characteristics showed in Table 3 and Diagram 2. 
